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Got Light Announces Ten New Illuminated Decor Collections 
San Francisco’s Leading Event Design Team Got Light Fabricates One-of-a Kind Event Decor 

 
 
SAN FRANCISCO, July 10, 2014 – San Francisco’s leading event design team Got Light is proud to reveal their 

ten new illuminated decor collections.  From chandeliers to marquee lights, rustic to chic, their entire collection 

has evolved to match the latest architectural trends.  Their online decor gallery (http://www.got-light.com/decor) 

provides a visual, in-depth look of ten collections. 

 

“Nearing our tenth anniversary, launching these new decor collections is an exciting step in Got Light’s continued 

growth. These exciting new products are providing renewed character and energy to all events,” says co-owner 

Jon Retsky.  “Got Light’s success has been built on creatively transforming empty spaces by employing 

innovative solutions and designs,” explains Got Light co-owner Russell Holt.  “With these newly launched 

collections, we are taking events to the next level.” 

 

Beginning with the Reclaimed Collection, Got Light now offers a unique twist on traditional illuminated decor.  Got 

Light’s team of artists, engineers, and technicians fabricated reclaimed items including antique birdcages, rope, 

wine jugs, mason jars, washtubs, barrels, branches, and even lobster baskets into new decor items.  Ideally 

suited for weddings in the Napa Valley or rustic industrial corporate events, the Reclaimed Collection provides 

unique charm and character. 

 

Got Light’s Marquee Collection features hand-crafted works of art, using reclaimed wood and automotive grade 

aluminum.  These industrial modern lights illuminate any space, indoors or out, with glowing warmth and have a 



 

 

 
 

story to tell.  The rustic Marquee letters, numbers, and symbols, each one with unique reclaimed wood backing, 

are available in any combination, can be custom-made to suit any event theme, and create bold statements with 

light. 

 

Included in the newest offerings are a wide variety of crystal chandeliers in the Crystal Chic Collection, whimsical 

decor in the Wine Country Collection, clean sophistication within the Urban Chic Collection, various capiz shapes 

in the Pacific Collection, a colorful variety of shapes in the Lantern Collection, and unique copper hooked lanterns 

to light the way in the Path Collection.  Got Light proudly boasts the Bay Area’s largest inventory of mirror balls 

with six different sizes in the Mirror Collection, and their Inflate Collection merges air and light to create instant 

decor, color, and illumination. 
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About Got Light:  Established in 2004, Got Light is the San Francisco Bay Area's leader in producing artistic 
lighting and event design, creating dramatic environments with light, audio, video, projection art, video mapping, 
drape, and staging.  They have built a reputation for providing five-star customer service, creative solutions and 
innovative designs for a diverse range of events. Got Light has been deeply rooted in the non-profit community of 
the larger San Francisco Bay Area for over a decade, exceeding organizations’ fundraising goals for auctions, 
galas, awards ceremonies, and more.  
 
Got Light Ownership:  Inspired by designers Russell Holt and Jon Retsky, Got Light offers over 25 years of 
combined experience in lighting design and event production.  They are experts at layering in color, texture, 
kinetic movement, and subtle highlights, taking events from "lit" to "WOW!" 
 


